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Who we are



UNT Names App: http://digital2.library.unt.edu/name/







Understanding usage of the UNT Digital Library
Log files for 2017 from digital collections servers

Accesses that only returned content

Dataset of 144,405,009 access lines

Defining sessions as interactions within a 30 minute window

JSON file with 10,427,111 lines, each line representing a single user session for 
the UNT Libraries’ Digital Collections



Items Per Session
86% of these sessions accessed one item 

14% of these sessions accessed more than one item (1,447,967)

Items per session data:



Duration of Sessions
82% of sessions less than a minute

69% of these lasted zero seconds - sessions likely using embedded links, direct 
PDF links from another site, or other similar views



Institutional Repository
How does this compare to session usage data for the IR?

- Unique partners visited
- Resource Types used
- Unique collections visited



Understanding usage of UNT Scholarly Works
From this set of user sessions,  253,369 touched the UNT Scholarly Works 
collection.

- 88% made use of only one item from the IR
- 11%  use 2-11 items per session 

This 11% leaves us with 28,638 user sessions that look at multiple (2-11) items 
within the IR















Collection Pairings





Conclusions
Users viewing multiple items are finding items from more than one discipline

Users viewing multiple items are finding more than one type of item

Users viewing multiple items are finding items from more than one collection



Future Plans
How does these patterns change when looking at other collections?

- Newspapers, ETDs

How are users moving across collections?

- Do relation fields affect these movements?
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